
North America’s exclusive stocking 
distributor of Exane®, the transit 
cable of choice used in over 20,000 
locomotives and light rail transit 
cars worldwide.



ElectroWire and GCG Stock the 

Items you require:

Exane® Transit Cable
• 110˚C & 125˚C DAA 1068 and 1069

• Multi Conductor Cable

• Train Line/Coupler Cables

• Data/Canbus/Ethernet

• Cables Used on Older Equipment/
Contracts

Specialty Cables
• PTFE M22759 (200˚C and over)

• ETFE Tefzel™ (150˚C)1

• Low-Smoke, Halogen-Free

Trackside/Infrastructure/Tunnel 
Cables
• 2-Hour Fire Rated Cables (UL 2196)

• Fiber Optic Cable

• Low-Smoke, Halogen-Free Cables

• Camera Cables

• Catenary Cables (Trolley Wire)

Sundry items
• Cable Lugs

• Shrink Sleeving & Wire Markers

• Splice Kits

• Welding Cable

• Portable Cord

• Enclosures
1 Tefzel™ is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours 
and Company

is your source for the cable that has 
moved Passengers & Freight in North 
America for over thirty years.

As Marmon Electrics’ (R-SCC) exclusive distributor for Exane®, 

ElectroWire has a decades-long history of timely response, extensive 
inventory and value added services the rail industry has come to expect. 
Whether your role is building rolling stock, assembling wire-harnesses 
or keeping several classes of transit cars in revenue service, ElectroWire, 
with stocking locations throughout the US, has been the vendor you 
could always, and still do, depend on.   



ELECTROWIRE IS NOW 
PART OF GCG
GCG is a network of interrelated distribution and 

value-added companies, specializing in wire, cable, insulation 
products and termination, that gives you additional access to the 
interconnection products your projects require. GCG offers thousands of 
cable types, in numerous package sizes with a knowledgeable sales team and 
ultra-modern systems that will service your business the way your company 
needs. Whether it is a repeat buy or an entirely new design, the material is 
probably in our inventory. And if it is a new cable type or car contract, we 
have the partnership to get samples, documentation and the correct delivery 
schedule.

EXANE® IS THE BEST SOLUTION
Marmon Electrics’ Exane® has been used by all major locomotive builders, 

transit-authorities, and car-builders since its inception. Known for its 
toughness to wide temperature ranges, harsh chemicals, and the 
rigors of life under rolling-stock, Exane® handles electrical requirements from fine wire up to the largest current 
draw for use on traction motors. Marmon has taken this same insulation technology and adapted it to modern 
system requirements, for sensing, ethernet, real-time signage and security. Most car specifications say “Exane® 
or equal”−we beg to differ. There is no equal.

BUILDING ROLLING STOCK IS TOUGH ENOUGH−LET 
ELECTROWIRE MAKE IT A LITTLE EASIER 

     Cable Kitting    Scheduled Stock Releases

       Value-Added Services   Cable Termination

AND YES, A SALESPERSON WILL CALL
ElectroWire has a staff of experienced field salespeople that understand rail and transit applications, with decades 

of experience and knowledge, backed by GCG’s systems and an equally experienced inside support team. Our 
team can evaluate and help your engineers apply the correct Exane® product for maximum service life. GCG is 
an extensive cable distribution resource, with a single goal−making sure your project’s cable requirements are 
satisfied commercially and technically. ElectroWire is North America’s exclusive distributor of Marmon Electric 
Exane®−whatever and wherever you need it. 



To learn more, go online or scan 
the QR code below to visit us at: 

electrowire.com/rail-transit
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